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Transportation / Warehousing Update 

March 18, 2020 

 

As the COVID-19 virus progresses, we are starting to see an impact on the transportation/warehousing industry. Prior to this, 

there was already a shortage of truck drivers and the situation will only get worse as the virus infects more people. Not only 

will we have fewer and fewer drivers as they call out sick, the warehouses will experience the same situation. This virus will 

impact LTL terminals, bulk terminals and everything related to packaging, warehousing and transportation. If one employee 

tests positive, the warehouse/terminal will likely shut down to help with containment and spread of the virus.                                                  

In addition, the Federal Motor Safety Carriers Association has relaxed the Hours of Service regulations for drivers and 

companies moving critical goods to help with containing the virus. Basically, the drivers can drive farther and longer with 

fewer breaks when carrying theses goods. Theses relaxed rules DO NOT APPLY TO PLASTICS. Drivers will make 

significantly more money due to this so if they have a choice between moving plastic or critical goods, we all know what’s 

going to happen. 

 

The retail stores that are experiencing empty shelves are going outside their normal carrier lists to find additional trucks and 

cover their needs and this is also putting more strain on the system. 

We expect the situation will only get worse moving forward so we are encouraging all of our customers to consider the 

following in order to keep their plants operating. 

 

• Look at your orders and inventory requirement’s more frequently and make us aware of any anticipated 

changes either up or down. 

• Build some buffer stock just in case we do experience delivery delays. 

• Order early and provide more flexible receiving hours if necessary. 

 

These actions may not totally eliminate delays or shut down situations but they will certainly lessen the severity.  

  

Our world has certainly changed dramatically over the last couple of weeks but if we work together and communicate, we 

will get through this and probably come out of it stronger than we were going in. 

At Entec, it’s business as usual and we have a lot of support staff that are working from home on a rotation basis to make sure 

we meet or exceed customer expectations.  

 

Please let me know if you have any questions or concerns. 

 

We appreciate your business. 

 

Thank you. 

 

Your Team at Entec Polymers 

 


